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Details of Visit:

Author: Harry R
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 9 Dec 2016 11:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 550
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kinky Alex
Website: http://kinkyalex.co.uk/

The Premises:

The apartment was clean and well appointed. The location is central London, so no problem to get
there with tubes & buses.  

The Lady:

You can see from her website that Alex is a stunningly beautiful woman, but what you won’t
discover until you meet her in the flesh is how warm friendly and intelligent she is, and until you are
kneeling before her, how amazing she is at playing out your fantasies. I’m not a particular fan of
tattoos, but Alex’s body art really is beautiful.  

The Story:

During our email correspondence, I told Alex that I would like a fantasy session with me submitting,
lots of body worship and a bit of bondage and spanking.

When you make a firm booking with Alex, she sends you a link to a really helpful hidden etiquette
page on her excellent website. In this, she points out that one of her rules is that she will not fake an
orgasm. Now I did find this a bit alarming, as my principal fantasy is to be a willing submissive and a
key desire is to please my Mistress. I felt that failing to help her reach a climax would be a big
disappointment. However, I need not have worried, because Alex is a really sensual lady with a
seemingly boundless sexual appetite. From the moment she opened the door to me and I gazed
into her limpid eyes, I knew that she would guide me perfectly, and as long as you follow her huskily
breathed instructions, even a fumbling bumpkin such as myself should manage to push the right
buttons and make her smile.

I’m not really into dominating, but part way through the session we switched and I had the pleasure
of putting Alex across my knee and spanking her adorable bottom. After she was nicely warmed up,
Alex insisted that I upped the anti and used a flogger. The image of her mounting sexual excitement
as she gripped the bed rail and I laid into her wonderfully wobbling derriere is going to take a long
time for me to forget. If Alex was copying Meg Ryan’s restaurant scene from “When Harry Met
Sally”, then she’s the world’s best actress!

Alex is simply wonderful, please treat her with respect because S/M fantasy doesn’t get any better
than this.
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